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Englacial R-channels are represented by 

a laboratory experiment and complemen-

tary numerical simulations. 

The derived flow properties agree with 

recent publications.

Fowler and Ng (2021)

Motivation

• The glacial drainage system influences the flow of ice, gives insight into glacier outburst floods, 

is linked to ice dynamics by affecting the basal sliding and thus having an impact on the rise of 

sea level (e. g. Clarke, 2003; Werder et al., 2013). 

• Glaciological theories, such as waterflow in R-channels, often adopt empirical relations from 

other research fields or use arguments on a theoretical basis (Clarke, 2003; Werder et al., 

2013; Spring and Hutter, 1982). 

• Direct observations and experimental measurements of the drainage system are rare, but 

necessary to validate and tune physical models (Pohle et al., 2022).

Method Overview

Laboratory experiment

• 4 experiments with self-produced, transparent ice blocks

• initially small and flat channel widens and develops scallops

Numerical simulations
• Large eddy simulation conducted with the 

software OpenFOAM

Snapshot of the animation:

• flow oriented from right to left

• velocity in the channel (top)

• kinematic pressure in the channel (bottom)

• velocity at exemplary cross sections (middle 

circles, positions marked above)

Data processing
Data flow:

• quantities obtained from measurements (left 

column)

• calculated and related quantities (middle 

section)

• quantities the analysis aims at (right hand 

side)

Fig. 1: Sketch of the set up of the laboratory experiment

Fig. 2: Snapshot of the simulation animation.

Fig. 3: Visualization of the data flow. Upper green frame emphasizes the analysis of the laboratory experiment 
while the lower one is framing the process leading to the numerical simulation.
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Results and Discussion

Pressure

• overall pressure loss along the channel

• simulated pressure (blue line in upper 

panel) different scale than measured 

pressure (red dots)

• in middle of ice channel (“test track”):

pressure reduces with roughly linear 

trend,

fluctuations connected to radius (lower 

panel)

Results of test tracks of all experiments

• laboratory pressure gradient significantly 

higher than simulation pressure gradient

• trend of pressure gradients continues on

friction coefficients

• all Reynolds numbers very high and 

confirm turbulent flow properties

Conclusion

• most important section of the channel is in the middle part of the ice channel, “test track” with 

clearest R-channel behavior

• simulation and measurements only partially agree on pressure gradients and the resulting 

hydraulic friction factor. However, the individual results are within the published range of 

variability.

The derived friction coefficients suggest that the laboratory experiment is a representation 

of the flow properties of an actual R-channel in glaciers. The experimental set up appears 

to be a functional analogy of R-channels.

Fig. 4, 5 and Tab. 1: top) simulated and measured 
pressure; radius of the channel; middle table) overview 

of the test track properties of all experiments; bottom) 
overview of friction coefficients of all experiments.

exp.
pressure

𝜵𝒑𝐬𝐢𝐦𝐮

gradient

𝜵𝒑𝐥𝐚𝐛

friction

𝒇𝐬𝐢𝐦𝐮

coefficient

𝒇𝐥𝐚𝐛

Reynolds number

𝑹𝒆

1 32 ∙ 103

2 40 ∙ 103

3 38 ∙ 103

4 34 ∙ 103
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